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Abstract. Making well-founded security investment decisions is hard:
several alternatives may need to be considered, the alternatives’ space is
often diffuse, and many decision parameters that are traded-off are uncertain or incomplete. We cope with these challenges by proposing a method
that supports decision makers in the process of making well-founded and
balanced security investment decisions. The method has two fundamental ingredients, staging and learning, that fit into a continuous decision
cycle. The method takes advantage of Real Options thinking, not only
to select a decision option, but also to compound it with other options in
following decision iterations, after reflection on the decision alternatives
previously implemented. Additionally, our method is supported by the
SecInvest tool for trade-off analysis that considers decision parameters,
including cost, risks, context (such as time-to-market and B2B trust),
and expected benefits when evaluating the various decision alternatives.
The output of the tool, a fitness score for each decision alternative, allows
to compare the evaluations of the decision makers involved as well as to
include learning and consequent adjustments of decision parameters. We
demonstrate the method using a three decision alternatives example.
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1

Introduction

The financial crises has brought with it an even tighter budget frame and an
increased need to do well-founded and balanced investments decisions. However,
this is an especially difficult task for security investments because security is not
easy to understand and risks often refer to future and potential events, which
may or may not happen, and for which little empirical historical data is available.
Risk levels can in these cases be estimated as “guesstimates” only and are at
?
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best uncertain. Nevertheless, it is still widely accepted for preventive security
strategies to rely on expert judgments. This is often suboptimal because experts
may be more or less uncertain about the information they provide and several
experts may judge the same event using different formats and based on various
reference guidelines, which makes it difficult and error-prone to aggregate the
opinions provided. As a result, risks events may be wrongly prioritized.
What is usually considered the solution to enhance security spending decisions is to improve on the risk estimation and prioritization processes and
methods used. Although this does add value, the problem still persists because
risk is only one of the dimensions to be considered in the trade-offs of security
decision making. In this paper, we suggest an alternative approach, i.e. a method
for tackling security investment decisions using a stage-wise investment process,
achieved by Real Options thinking. The idea is to select a decision option, and
compound other options on a next decision iteration. Our approach calls for a
closer monitoring of an implemented decision, for example in terms of actual
risks, to feed the learning process explicit in Real Options. The method is supported by a security trade-off tool implemented as a Bayesian Belief Network
(BBN) topology, called SecInvest, that lets decision makers evaluate alternative
investments and identify the best fitted. As we will see in the paper, this is challenging but rewarding, and ensures a tighter control and management of security
investments.
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes the context of this
research: we present (i) the challenges of Security Investment and why they exist,
(ii) the state of art in practice of decision making in Information Security, and
(iii) how Real Options thinking applies to Information Security. In Section 3,
we propose our method for Security Investment decision making, that builds
on Real Options thinking, and the supporting tool, SecInvest. Sections 4 and 5
illustrate our method with an example. We conclude and propose follow-up work
in Section 6.

2

Context

2.1

Challenges in Security Investment and Why They Exist

Making wise (meaning profitable) security decisions on how to balance security
spending and make effective use of the security budget is hard. Many risk assessment approaches (e.g., CORAS [7] and ISO27005:2008[25]) aiming at supporting
such a decision process are insufficient in that they focus exclusively on security
and does not account for the financial aspects of security. Furthermore, it is not
enough to make a number of single wise security investment decisions if these
together do not represent a good overall security strategy. A holistic perspective
on security is desirable, which requires to examine the dependencies between
the various controls employed in the organization, across systems and across
decisions. This is hard even for small organizations and small systems. In large
organizations this is close to impossible, as there is unevenly distributed information (more information on some aspects and less than enough on others) and
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often no single person or manageable group of persons has an adequate overview
of all systems and their cross-cutting dependencies over security controls. Recently, the holistic view on security investment has been recognized as critical
and the research field of Enterprise Risk Management has emerged. However,
this field is wide and highly immature in its current state. Moreover, we have
yet to accept and address the biases involved in using experts to guide investments for security because objective assessment is crucial. If not possible at all,
experts should rather be busy modeling uncertainties, e.g., with the Bayesian or
subjectivistic interpretation of probability, as it happens when assessing safety of
systems today. The uncertainties involved in security decisions are due to many
reasons:
– There is scarce empirical data to support security decisions. It is rare for
decision makers to build on earlier experience and investment data can rarely
be used across systems, and across organizations. Systems are too different
and not all details regarding decisions are made public, which impedes real
comparisons.
– Estimating the effect of security controls employed in systems and user environments is challenging, as we refer to the future potential of a control in
preventing against identified, but also unknown, security threats.
– Systems and/or procedures may change and users may neglect their responsibilities when using the control, giving rise to vulnerabilities. Hence, the
space of vulnerabilities is very broad.
– Estimating the cost of security controls is difficult, as cost should include
operational and maintenance parameters, i.e. cost related to all phases of the
controls lifecycle (starting with the decision made and ending with phasing
out or replacing the controls).
2.2

State of the Art in Practice in Information Security Decision
Making

We surveyed existing literature ([11, 8, 18] and more) on the investment and
budgeting decision processes that are currently prevailing in large and midsize
businesses with respect to information security. The sources agree that security
funding should be managed from an economic perspective (e.g., [14, 19]). That
is, a firm should invest resources into security controls up to the point at which
the last dollar of information security investment yields a dollar of savings [18].
Our survey of literature revealed a variety of economic approaches (e.g. the Return on Investment for Security (ROSI), the Net Present Value (NPV), and the
Annualized Loss Expectancy models, the Security Attribute Evaluation (SEAM)
and the Cost Effectiveness Analysis methods) (see [10, 12] for a survey of these
models/methods). Each approach uses a specific form of a cost-benefit analysis.
In practice, however, it is rarely achievable to set up a budget decision making process that rests solely on results of these rational economic models due
to the fact that both the cost and benefit components often are too difficult
to estimate, as indicated in Section 2.1. To keep cost-benefit analysis practical,
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companies take modified approaches to planned security funding which fall into
three categories: expert judgments, algorithmic estimation, and estimation by
analogy. The first category relies on the consolidated experts experiences complemented with benchmarking data from public repositories (e.g., NIST3 ). The
second category relies on the application of mathematical formulas (mainly from
the field of financial accounting) to quantify either the cost or the benefit component of the cost-benefit relationship. For example, Fidelity uses a cyber threat
matrix that positions in a four-quadrant grid the probability of a compromise
versus its business impact [14]. However, most organizations have no valid data
collected for this purpose. The third category, estimation by analogy, suggests
periodic reevaluation of threat levels, then, adjustment of the security budget of
the previous year to derive the next year’s one.
A few authors (e.g., [3, 19, 11]) have investigated the use of these approaches.
What they indicate to work well was to first use the NPV or the ROSI model,
and, then, to complement it with an analysis of (i) the dynamic impact of security risk, (ii) the flexibility inherent in most strategic information security
investment decisions, and (iii) the dependencies and sequencing constraints typically associated with the implementation of security strategies. The current
three categories of budget estimation models in our review do not properly account for these three aspects of the decision making processes. The inadequate
decision making support of these methods is due to their built-in assumption
that the future business development follows a fixed path [2]. Security decision
makers who rely on these methods inevitably fall into the trap of underestimating the potential value of their security investments and, as a result, do not invest
enough in uncertain but highly promising opportunities. Drawing on these results, it seems timely and appropriate to consider incorporating options thinking
into the decision processes for security spendings. The next section summarizes
the real options concept and explains why we think it fits the needs of today’s
security decision makers.
2.3

Real Option Thinking in a Security Investment Context

The Real Option Analysis (ROA) [2] was first known as a decision support technique in the area of capital investments. The concept of real means adapting
mathematical models used to evaluate financial options to more-tangible investments. Since 1999, this concept has found its way into the area of appraising IT
investments (e.g., [19, 6, 5]). Li and Su [27] use ROA for the analysis of security
investment alternatives (as we do) but they take a profit-maximizing approach
for decision making, while we take a trade-off approach that considers non-profit
factors, such as risk and context, as well.
The core of the ROA for IT assets consists of: (i) the identification and assessment of optional project components, and (ii) the selection and application
of a mathematical model for valuing financial options that serve to quantify the
current value of choosing these components for inclusion at a later time. This
3
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is similar to that of ROSI and other models (as discussed above) but, as we
will see in the following, enables a structured manner for reasoning under uncertainty, enables the decision maker to defer the decision until more information
is made available, and to plan and set-up multiple decision outcomes which can
be executed at a later time; i.e., ROA is tailored for reasoning over uncertain
factors.
Optional components are project parts that can either be pushed ahead or
pulled out at a later point in time when new information becomes available to
the decision makers. The option, therefore, is the right but not the obligation
to spend a budget or put resources on a project. Real-options thinking seems
suitable for information security strategists because of the fields high stakes and
tremendous uncertainty. We think it is worthwhile exploring the use of the ROA
concept as a vehicle for security decision making because:
1. Unlike traditional techniques, it comprehends uncertainty and it responds to
the dynamics inherent in today’s business that drives security requirements.
2. It provides interested stakeholders of security projects in the context of a
spectrum of possibilities rather than in the context of a single or three (the
best, likely or worst case) discrete set-ups, and it facilitates fine-tuning of
operational tactics as organizational circumstances unfold over time.
3. It allows managers to make decisions while keeping in mind the trends in
their business sector.
4. It allows event-driven incremental expenditures while focusing on organizations critical assets essential to accomplish its mission.
5. It states that not all information assets are of equal value.
6. It allows stakeholders to rationally decide what level they are willing to
assume with respect to the assets.
When discussing the options in this paper, we do not take the perspective
of applying a new class of mathematical models. Instead, we look at it as a
way of re-framing the discussion about security investment decisions in terms of
options. Clearly, the first step in re-orienting our way of thinking about security
controls is to identify the options that exist in security decisions. Only then
it will be possible for practitioners to incorporate options thinking into their
decision making processes. Drawing on our literature review, we identify that
real options can take a number of forms (Table 1).
Each of these options in Table 1 owes its value to the flexibility it gives the
organization. Flexibility adds value in two ways. First, management can defer
a security investment: because of the time value of money, managers are better
off paying the investment cost later rather than sooner. Second, the value of
the security investment can change before the option expires. If the value goes
up, decision makers are better off. If the value goes down, they are no worse off
because they do not have to invest in the project. In real life, these options do
not exist in isolation. More often than not, options of different types co-exist and
might build upon each other to produce a combined desired effect for a company
in the long run. Therefore, there is both learning and staging ingredients implicit
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Option
Postpone

Abandon
Scope up
Scope down
Outsource
Insource
Switch

Description
Decide to not make an investment decision now, maybe because the
level of uncertainties is too high, leaving it to a next cycle of investment
decisions.
Decide to back-track from a previous investment decision; usually compound with another investment option such as switch or insource.
Decide to expand the level of investments on a previously selected investment alternative.
Decide to contract the level of investments on a previously selected
investment alternative.
Decide to transfer an activity or business process currently performed
in-house to another organization.
Decide to transfer back a previously outsourced activity or business
process.
Decide to change a previously committed investment decision; e.g.,
change of outsourcing provider.

Table 1: Description of options applied to information security-related investments

in ROA thinking. An option in a package of options is called in literature a
compound option [16]4 . It means an option on an option: the completion of one
stage gives the option to start the next stage. This also means that the exercise
payoff of a compound option involves the value of another option. For example,
if the last selected security investment option was outsource; in the next cycle
of decisions, the decision could be the compound option abandon+switch or
abandon+insource. Note that outsource+abandon is also a compound option,
since they make sense to happen one after the other. In the next section, we
propose a method that applies ROA thinking to the process of decision making
of information security investments.

3

Method for Security Investment Decision Making

The objective of our method (illustrated in Fig. 1) is twofold: to help decision
makers to (i) reason about multiple alternatives that are only partly comparable
and (ii) deal with uncertainties and incomplete information. To achieve this
objective our method deploys the staging and learning ingredients present in
ROA thinking.
The method is composed of six steps; however, we make note that there is
no predefined starting point, and the numbers of the steps are used as reference
purposes only and not for prescribing order. This means one can start at any
step depending on the information available. Below we explain the steps briefly
and indicate how we execute them in our example.
4
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Fig. 1: Method for investment decision making

Step 1 concerns the identification of options that could be used to spend a
given security budget. The output is a set of one or more possible options. This
step will be the starting point of the example we present in the next section.
Step 2 is a decision point where one option is selected, if there are choices. In
our example, we start with option outsource selected. Step 3 identifies investment alternatives that apply to the selected option. In our example, we identify
three outsourcing alternatives. In Step 4, each stakeholder involved in the decision making process analyzes the alternatives (with the information available)
in terms of four dimensions: risk, cost, context and expected benefits, and these
analyses feed Step 5. The SecInvest tool (described in Section 3.1) supports the
evaluation of each alternative by aggregating decision makers’ analyses and produces a quantitative output that has to be interpreted. Note that this output
provides insights on the alternatives, hence, there is a learning cycle comprehending of Steps 4 and 5 that incrementally increases the understanding of the
investment alternatives. The result of this learning process is the decision point
where one investment alternative is selected, and then implemented (Step 6).
The implemented investment alternative is to be monitored to feed information into the next cycle of investment decisions, starting from Step 1 where
investment options are identified. Below, we describe the tool that supports Steps
4 and 5.
3.1

Tool Support for the Method

SecInvest is a security investment prototype tool that supports Steps 4 and 5
of our method by emulating the presence of a security expert. It takes decision
makers through the evaluation of investment alternatives in a step-by-step manner, without requiring the decision maker to be an expert. SecInvest does this
with the help of a number of knowledge and experience repositories, both company confidential and publicly available. The public repositories are made up of
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information from sources like open vulnerability websites and risk analysis report providers (e.g., NIST5 and ENISA6 ) They also incorporate vendor-specific
exploit and vulnerability information. To capture regional aspects like countryspecific threat situations which may affect the investment initiative, SecInvest
includes an additional regional risk repository. Note that in most cases very little cost details are available in public repositories, including those concerning
national security. The company confidential repositories, on the other hand, are
specific for an organization and will most probably include cost details, budget,
and trade-off priorities, in addition to experience data.
SecInvest uses a trust-based information aggregation technique [23] to combine the disparate information and help select and link information of relevance
for a particular investment decision. The tool also takes into account whether
the decision maker is risk-averse, risk-taking or in-between, and lets the decision
maker actively take part in the investment alternative evaluation process, as
demonstrated in Section 5.
3.2

Decision Engine of SecInvest

Fig. 2 provides a schematic view of the four categories of variables involved
in evaluating security investments alternatives based on fitness score: (a) Cost
variables, (b) Risk variables, (c) Context variables, and (d) Benefit variables. In addition, there are priority
variables which in SecInvest are modCOST
eled as a utility function across the
RISK
other variable sets. The cost category
includes the variables: (a1) Monetary
SecInvest
cost, (a2) Billing model, and (a3) Cost
coverage. In SecInvest these three variCONTEXT
ables are defined in terms of a qualitaBENEFIT
tive relational scale and all are ranked
internally and in respect to the other
cost variables using conditional probFig. 2: Information categories involved ability expressions. The same applies
in the decision engine
to the risk variables: (b1) New risks,
(b2) Compliance, and (b3) Liability;
the Context variables: (c1) Time-to-market (hereafter called TTM), (c2) B2B
trust (hereafter called Trust), (c3) Cultural issues; and the Benefit variables:
(d1) Cost savings, and (d2) Control retained. The risk and context variables
are used to compare alternatives from a security perspective, while the cost and
benefit variables hold the financial and business constraints.
The SecInvest decision engine is implemented as a Bayesian Belief Network
(BBN) topology [26], as shown in Fig. 3. BBN is a powerful tool for reasoning
5
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under uncertainty and have shown effective for both assessing the safety [20,
28] and the security [22] of systems. A BBN is a directed acyclic graph (DAG)
together with an associated set of probability tables, where the probability tables
specify the relations between the various input variables in terms of conditional
probability expressions. The DAG consists of nodes representing the variables
involved, and arcs representing
the dependencies between these
variables. Nodes are defined as
stochastic or decision variables,
and multiple variables may be
used to determine the state of
a node. Each state of a node is
specified using probability density functions that express the
confidence in the various outcomes of the set of variables
connected to a node. The state
depends conditionally on the
Fig. 3: BBN topology of SecInvest decision enstatus of the parent nodes of the
gine
incoming arcs.

There are three types of nodes in a DAG: (1) target nodes, (2) intermediate
nodes, and (3) observable nodes. Target nodes are those that the network wants
to assess. In Fig. 3, this node is Investment Fitness Score. The directed arcs
between the nodes denote the causal relationship between the underlying variables. Evidence is entered at the observable nodes and propagated through the
network using these causal relationships. The propagation algorithm is based on
the underlying computational model of BBN. SecInvest is implemented using the
BBN tool HU GIN T M [24], which includes the following additional semantics:
stochastic variables are modeled as ovals, decision variables as rectangles, and
the associated utility functions supporting the decision variables as diamonds
(see Fig. 3). Note that each stippled oval represents a node with an associated
subnet, which may be composed of any number of observable and intermediate
nodes, as shown in Fig. 4.

The variable New Risks in the Risk category subnet (Fig. 4b) could itself have
an associated subnet related to the issues discussed in Section 5.2. For example,
New Risks could be derived from: Loss of Governance, Lock-in, Isolation Failure,
Data Protection, Insecure/Incomplete Data Deletion, Malicious Insider, Poor
Quality of Services, Lack of Clear Policies. However, because of space limitation,
we intentionally decided not to consider New Risks as a subnet. The same is the
case for most variables (observable nodes) in Fig. 4. For more information about
SecInvest, see Houmb [22] which describes its predecessor, i.e., the AORDD
framework and security solution trade-off analysis.
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(a) Cost category

(c) Context category

(b) Risk category

(d) Benefit category

Fig. 4: SecInvest subnets

4

Example: Retailer-Manufacturer B2B Relationship

We demonstrate our method using a typical retailer-manufacturer context, shown
in Fig. 5, which illustrates the collaborative business process carried out between
the retailer and the manufacturer, and the applications supporting it.
The starting point in this process is a Purchase Order (PO). Retailer employees can place PO in two ways: they either use the manufacturer sales portal
or they use the manufacturer call center and have a sales desk employee place
and manage their orders. The EDI-based documents, such as a PO, are usually
transmitted via AS2 (Applicability Statement 2). AS2 is a standard which defines secure transmission over HTTP, used to send and receive EDI files over the
Internet. The PO transmitted by the retailer or the sales desk employee is thus
sent via AS2 connection to the EDI system located on the manufacturer data center. The EDI system basically processes the EDI files, that has to be integrated
with the manufacturer ERP (Enterprise Resource Planning) infrastructure. In
this example, we assume that the manufacturer has a SAP ERP7 . The integration between EDI system and SAP ERP requires an interface based on SAP
IDoc (Intermediate Document) technology; via this IDocs interface documents
are transferred from EDI to ERP and vice-versa. Once the PO is approved, several exchanges of EDI-based files occur between the ERP infrastructure of the
retailer, warehouse/carrier and the manufacturer. For example, employees from
the logistics partner, i.e. the warehouse and carrier employees, will have an EDI
interface to access their EDI system (logistics EDI system) used to manage ship7

www.sap.com/solutions/business-suite/erp
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Fig. 5: Application architecture diagram of a typical retailer-manufacturer relationship

ping advices and shipping orders, respectively. The activities triggered at each
step of the whole process are performed by different business applications part
of the manufacturer ERP infrastructure. For example, the invoice triggers the
update of accounts receivable on the manufacturer side. This step involves SAP
Financials to issue the invoice and send the EDI-based invoice automatically to
the retailer, and to update the receivable accounts.

The manufacturer’s legacy EDI system (located on its data center) is managed remotely by a service provider (as in Fig. 5). Therefore, their employees
basically perform tasks related to: (i) maintenance of the EDI system and (ii)
monitoring of EDI daily transactions. EDI maintenance involves tasks related
to disaster recovery such as archive of EDI data and backup of EDI software;
while EDI daily monitoring involves tracking EDI error messages and repair or
resume transmission [4]. The manufacturer’s ERP, including the database, the
sales portal and web server, as well as the IT infrastructure, are all assumed to
be hosted and managed, in this example, by the manufacturer employees with
on-site service providers support such as of hardware vendors.
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5

Applying the Proposed Method to the Example

5.1

Identification of Investment Alternatives of the Selected Option

Our example in Section 4 assumes that (i) the manufacturer B2B call center
and the sales portal were hosted in-house and managed by its employees, and
(ii) decision makers are faced with the evaluation of investment alternatives
involving the outsourcing of some of these tasks. However, different tasks can
be outsourced, and each alternative to outsource brings different benefits, costs
and risks. Therefore, we apply our method (see Section 3) from Step 1 assuming
outsource as the only investment option under consideration. Thus, in Step 2,
the outsource option is selected and we proceed with Step 3, where outsourcing
investment alternatives are identified. These are the following:
– Alternative A1: outsource the B2B portal to an e-commerce provider
A1 represents the outsourcing of the web application (i.e., the sales portal
as a managed service) used either directly by the retailers or by the sales
agents of the B2B call center, this is indicated as the manufacturer sales
portal on Fig. 5. This means that, while the manufacturer B2B call center will
remain in-house, the manufacturer organization will contract an e-commerce
provider that typically:
• develops and manages the portal application, being responsible for system updates and version upgrades, backup, application security;
• hosts and manages the infrastructure where the application runs, being
responsible for hardware, software, and the supporting network;
• manages and monitors the functionalities of the portal, being responsible
for purchase order and fraud management, and transactions monitoring.
In this case, we consider that the e-commerce provider will host the portal on a private infrastructure, i.e., an infrastructure that is specific to the
manufacturer. Therefore, the web server will contain only the manufacturer
portal that will be isolated on a private network, separate from other clients.
– Alternative A2: outsource the sales portal to a sales cloud provider
Similarly to alternative A1, in this case the B2B call center also remains
in-house, and the manufacturer sales portal is outsourced. However, this
software-as-a-service alternative relies on the economic model of cloud computing that has the following main characteristics [15]: (i) pay-as-you-go
billing that allows cloud customers to pay according to level of usage, (ii)
shared infrastructure (hardware, database, etc) and single application software (i.e. same portal with standard customizations) that potentially has a
positive impact on costs for cloud consumers, (iii) on-demand, elastic, allocation of resources that allows cloud consumers to scale up or down quickly,
and (iv) almost instantaneous deployment.
– Alternative A3: outsource the B2B call center to a business process
outsourcing (BPO) provider
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This case represents a step further, since it considers the outsourcing of
the B2B call center as a whole, as opposed to the outsourcing of the sales
portal used by the call center as in A1 and A2. This means that the call
center will operate completely on the premises of the BPO provider, using
its own workforce, human resources practices, and infrastructure. It does not
mean, however, that the call center provider will also provide and manage
the manufacturer sales portal; we assume that the portal remains in the
hands of the manufacturer (otherwise the analysis of alternatives A1 or A2
would also apply in this alternative).
5.2

Analysis of Investment Alternatives

Below we first analyze the investment alternatives A1-A3 in terms of the categories risk, context and benefit, using information from public repositories. We
summarize this analysis in Table 2, in terms of the variables associated with each
category in Fig. 2. We use this analysis in Section 5.3 to evaluate the alternatives
with the support of the SecInvest tool.
Risk Category. A general truth about risks in outsourcing that apply to all
investment alternatives we consider (A1-A3) is that the responsibility of some
risks is transferable to the outsource provider. However, we have to learn that
“Ultimately, you can outsource responsibility but you can’t outsource accountability“ [15].
We analyze alternative A2, and use this analysis to comparatively analyze
alternative A1 along the way. For the analysis of risks introduced by alternative
A2, we take as reference results from the risk assessment performed by ENISA
on Cloud Computing [15]. The main risks identified are:
– Loss of Governance: The cloud consumer delegates to the cloud provider
control over a number of issues that affect security; Service Level Agreements
(SLAs) and often used standard contracts do not provide the necessary level
of liability to cover all these issues, e.g., in terms of confidentiality of sensitive
data that is not measurable by quality of service (QoS) indicators. This risk
is present both in A1 and A2.
– Lock-in: A lack of standards/regulations to guarantee interoperability and
portability of data, applications and services, may render the swap of cloud
providers expensive and the insourcing of previously outsourced tasks difficult. This risk is present in both A1 and A2.
– Isolation Failure: Virtualization that allows resource sharing is a relatively
new technology. Therefore, the number of attacks reported so far is still small,
and they involve high complexity. However, this may be due to the novelty
of the technology and does not eliminate the risk. This risk applies to A2
but not to A1.
– Data Protection: Auditing standards, e.g. SAS 70 (Type 2) [1], may be
used by cloud providers to show to cloud consumers that certain security
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controls have passed external auditors’ tests over a period of time. Yet, this
does not necessarily provide evidences of lawful handling of data, especially
when multiple transfers of data across country borders occur. This risk is
present in both A1 and A2.
– Insecure or Incomplete Data Deletion: “In the case of multiple tenancies and the reuse of hardware resources, this represents a higher risk to the
customer than with dedicated hardware” [15]. This risk applies to A2, and
on a lower scale to A1 because resources are not shared.
– Malicious Insider: In an outsourcing context in general, but also in a cloud
computing setting, we observe a class of people that has authorized access,
to a certain extent, to assets that belong to the cloud consumer, such as
data it owns and thus is accountable for. However, these individuals do not
fall under the legal control of the cloud consumer, therefore, although they
are insiders from the perspective of the cloud producer, they are external
insiders [17] from the perspective of the cloud consumer. This risk is also
present in both A1 and A2.
– Compliance Risks: Compliance to laws and regulations is only achieved
through evidences; this may become an issue when the cloud provider neither
provides the necessary evidences nor allows the cloud consumer to perform
auditing to generate them. It may also happen that certain compliances
cannot be achieved in a cloud computing setting. This risk applies to A2 and,
on a lower scale, to A1 because B2B contracts and SLAs are customizable
in non-cloud outsourcing.
For the analysis of risks introduced by alternative A3, we take as reference
the Global Call Centre Report [21] that compares in-house and subcontracted
call centers. A good portion of risks in outsourced call centers is related to
the workforce, since “People is what matters in a call center”, according to [9].
Independent on the geographic location of the call center, this report shows that:
– Job quality in outsourced call centers is poorer than at in-house call centers.
– Low quality jobs directly impact the rate of turnover; therefore, outsourced
call centers have higher rate of turnover.
– In terms of human resource practices, outsourced call centers (i) have the incentive to employ more part-time temporary staff than in-house call centers;
(ii) invest typically 50% less in training new employees; (iii) pay on average 12% less to their employees, probably because “Subcontractors typically
have lower union coverage, lower complexity, and hire employees with lower
skills and formal education” [21].
The differences uncovered by the report indicate that, although outsourced
call centers may provide more flexibility to accommodate peaks of demand (e.g.,
during Christmas season) with part-time temporary staff, they also tend to provide a poorer quality of services.
Context Category. The alternative that provides a shorter time-to-market is
alternative A2 because it does not involve development or customization phase,
such as with A1, and transition phase, such as with A3.
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Another important dimension in the context category is the trustworthiness
on the outsourcing provider. For example, one alternative may be favored as it
involves a provider that is already known by the contracting organization or that
has a good reputation in the market.
Cultural issues may also represent an important aspect in the context category, and alternative A3 might be especially affected by such issues. For example,
the difficulty in understanding a call center agent, as well as the difficulty in understanding the calling client [13] may both be sources of dissatisfaction, that
directly affect quality of services; therefore, it should be explicitly evaluated
when considering security investment alternatives.
Benefit Category. Each stakeholder’s perceived benefits reflect his role in the
organization he represents. Even with quantifiable variables (e.g., benefits in
terms of money savings), benefits remain subjective and stakeholders evaluate
them differently.
5.3

Evaluation of Investment Alternatives with SecInvest

In this section, we complement the public repositories, that we have already used
to analyze alternatives A1-A3, with company-specific confidential information
(that is neither publicly available nor disclosed to company partners, therefore
is stored in company confidential repositories). This is used to contextualize the
publicly available information. For example, a company may store experiences
on various outsourcing providers in their confidential repositories.
We assume that two stakeholders are asked to evaluate the alternatives
A1-A3, as summarized in Table 2: (1) the Chief Information Security Officer
(CISO), responsible for all aspects of security, (2) the Chief Finance Officer
(CFO), responsible for managing financial risks and perform financial planning.
Furthermore, we assume that
the CISO is very conscious of security risks and,
Variable
A1
A2
A3
therefore, deems risks more
Monetary cost medium low
medium
important than costs. In
Billing model
fixed
variable fixed
contrast, the CFO deems
Cost coverage medium low
medium
costs more important than
New risks
medium high
medium
risks. Below we demonstrate
Compliance
medium high
medium
how to balance these priLiability
medium low
medium
oritizes by using SecInvest.
TTM
low
low
medium
For each investment alternaTrust
high
medium low
tive, SecInvest computes the
Cultural issues none
none
none
target node Investment FitCost savings
low
medium low
ness Score (see Fig. 3) using
Control retained medium low
low
the subnets shown in Fig. 4,
and produces a fitness score
Table 3: Summary of investments evaluation by
based on the evaluation of
the CISO stakeholder
each stakeholder.
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Stakeholder 1 (CISO) evaluation. The perceived evaluation of alternatives A1-A3 from the perspective of the CISO is presented in Table 3 and
serves as input data into SecInvest. The CISO has evaluated the risk level to
be relatively high for all alternatives. Fig. 6 shows the resulting fitness score for
alternative A2, considering the CISO input (F itness score(A2) = 0.33). The
results of the information propagation for alternatives A1 and A3 are 0.63 and
0.67, respectively (F itness score(A1) = 0.63; F itness score(A3) = 0.67). These
fitness scores vary depending on the stakeholder-specific priorities among variables. This means that depending on the priorities, the BBN network will behave
differently. Note that the CISO put focus on New Risks, Compliance, Liability,
TTM and Trust.
Stakeholder 2 (CFO) evaluation. As indicated earlier, the CFO is a
risk-taker and therefore his priorities give precedence to Monetary Cost, Cost
Coverage, Compliance, Liability, and Cost Savings. Table 4 shows the CFO’s evalVariable
A1
A2
A3
uation for the three alternaMonetary cost low
low
low
tives. The priorities of the
Billing model
fixed
variable fixed
CFO result in the following
Cost coverage medium medium medium
fitness scores:
New risks
low
low
low
F itness score(A1) = 0.68;
Compliance
medium high
medium
F itness score(A2) = 0.25;
Liability
medium low
medium
F itness score(A3) = 0.26.
TTM
medium low
medium
Note that in Tables 3
Trust
medium medium low
and 4 the variable Cultural
Cultural issues none
none
none
Issues has “none”-value asCost savings
high
medium medium
signed for all three alternaControl retained medium low
low
tives (A1-A3). This means
that the variable has not
Table 4: Summary of investments evaluation by
been considered by any of
the CFO stakeholder
the stakeholders. It does not
mean, however, that there are no cultural issues; such issues are especially important when offshore outsourcing providers are involved. Nevertheless, evaluating
cultural issues may be easier when lessons learnt can be taken into account, i.e.,
in a later decision iteration.

Balancing Stakeholder Priorities. When all stakeholders have provided their
inputs, the results needs to be aggregated. This is a game-like trade-off analysis.
In the example, we have two competing stakeholders’ priorities. Despite their
differences, both stakeholders agree that A1 is the better alternative. The alternative the stakeholders cannot agree upon is A3, for which the resulting fitness
scores for the CISO and the CFO are very different. The CFO is by no means in
favor of A3, while for the CISO both A1 and A3 are possible investment candi-
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dates. What we now need to do is to re-confirm the information provided and the
priorities assigned to the variables for both stakeholders, inform them about the
result and arrange for a meeting for discussion. If time and resources do allow
for such a meeting, SecInvest will advice the decision maker (e.g., the executive
who ultimately makes the decision on security strategy) about the result and
leave it up to the decision maker to either accept A1, as an agreed upon best
investment alternative, or to take further actions.

Fig. 6: Fitness score for A2, as per the CISO evaluation

6

Summary and Future Work

This paper sought to contribute to the research and practice in decision making
for security investments. We motivated the use of staging and learning options
in a multi-stakeholder decision making cycle that accommodates a variety of
uncertainties faced by today’s network organizations. We propose a method,
supported by a tool, that leverage public and company-specific repositories to
help stakeholders evaluate the fitness score of each option they deem a candidate
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for inclusion in their corporate security strategy. Unlike other approaches, our
approach is designed for stakeholders to keep a holistic perspective on security
and clearly see how each option (1) builds upon previously realized options and
(2) helps the realization of future options. This helps decision makers spot suboptimal decision paths early in the security-strategy-planing process.
While we think that our approach is promising, we acknowledge that we
need more case study research before making it available for managers and executives to use. We plan case studies in three organizations in Norway and the
Netherlands to investigate the applicability of the method based on a variety of
problem contexts. Such case studies also aim to apply the method to security
decisions at different levels. While the example discussed in this paper relates
to security investments at a strategic level, the proposed method fits equally to
more tactical and technical investment decisions. A typical case could be to consider alternative technologies of Intrusion Detection Systems, e.g., signature and
anomaly-based detection. This would involve the same information categories
(Fig. 2) with different variables, therefore, requiring an update on SecInvest
subnets (Fig. 4).
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COST
RISK
CONTEXT
BENEFIT

Variable
Monetary
cost
Billing model

A1
A2
A3
only known after providers make their offers; before that this depends on
stakeholders’ perceptions
monthly fixed, estab- pay-as-you-go based on monthly fixed, established by negotiable usage, often established lished by negotiable
contracts
by standard contracts
contracts
Cost coverage custom B2B portal and standard B2B portal and B2B call center operaits usage
its usage
tions, excluded B2B portal
New risks
loss
of
governance, loss of governance, lock- mainly quality of serlock-in, data protection, in, isolation failure, data vices risks, lack of clear
insecure or incomplete protection, insecure or policies
data deletion (lower incomplete data delescale than in A2), tion, malicious insider
malicious insider
Compliance issues related to the gen- issues related to the gen- encrypted
contact
eration of necessary ev- eration of necessary ev- recording may satisfy
idences to show com- idences to show com- data retention requirepliance; especial require- pliance; especial require- ments; practices such
ments might be nego- ments difficult to be ne- as comprehensive backtiable resulting in spe- gotiated
ground checks in hiring
cific clauses in the conprocess, restricted access
tract that minimize this
to
Internet,
prohibrisk
ited
mobile
phones
in working place, etc
may provide needed
evidences
to
assure
compliance
Liability
customized
contracts SLAs and standard con- full-time contact recordmay provide higher level tracts provide low level ing and clear contract
of liability; nevertheless of liability related to clauses can help in reSLAs provide quality of some security issues e.g. spect to liability in disservices guarantees but in terms of confidential- putes
not security assurance ity
TTM
development or cus- quick deployment of por- migration period where
tomization of the portal tal
call center employees are
phase may be involved
trained
Trust
requires search on the company confidential repositories for experience data
Cultural
not an especial issue
not an especial issue
may cause communiissues
cation problems with
offshore
outsource
providers
Cost savings cost savings expected payment based on us- perspective of cost savwhen compared to in- age and shared infras- ings compared to keephouse
tructure provide the per- ing activities in-house
spective of high cost savings (higher than A1)
Control
re- possibility to demand lower level of control re- control retained comes
tained
periodic monitoring re- tained compared to A2 mainly in form of meaports, nevertheless A1
surable quality of service
represents a loss of conattributes such as avertrol compared to inage call response time
house option but comand statistics on level of
pared to alternative A2
satisfaction perceived by
it provides more control
customers

Table 2: Summary analysis of investment alternatives
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